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Word choice

this contributes to the meaning of a poem. As an example we consider the diction or choice of words used in Sipho 

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson you should be able to:
• discuss how the meaning of a poem is affected by 

the choice of words

 Curriculum Links
LO 2: Reading and Viewing 
•

rhythm and punctuation affect meaning

 Lesson Notes
Adriaanspoort by Sipho Sepamla

of man or animal
there is a winding
of what used to be
there is a swaying 
of lanky tufts of grass
there is a meandering 
of leafy protea trees
there is an ageing 
of variegated pelindaba rocks
and there is a thought
of dead spirits
once clashing by day
only to retreat at sunset
leaving these parts wild at night
yet serene under the moon

there is no stench with which to live
only the giddy smell of braaied boerewors
already the plastic plates are full of stywe mielie-pap
a table is laden with sliced cheese and green salads

and the fooling around of our children in no language of 
words
we are going to revel
beyond the mischievous hand of man
there is a spirit moving where we are 
we turn faces to avoid it
hardly being successful
for we are part of the being of things
there are clouds gathering above our heads we say it will 
not rain
hardly being correct
for the earth needs to be swept at times

Here are some of the things which words can help do in 

Word choice helps indicate setting

The words help tell us what is going on

tells us that the countryside is empty and nature is 
undisturbed. 
The words help us to imagine

in the middle of a picnic. He helps us to imagine the braai 
by using words that appeal to all our senses – the smell 

the adults and children. 
The words help convey atmosphere, contrast and 
message

Sepamla is also using the contrast of the scenes and 
atmospheres to create a metaphor about people not 
paying attention to what is happening in the country. 
He talks about a spirit of change that is coming like a 
rainstorm to wash the country clean. 
The words help create the rhythm

until it breaks with a thought of dead spirits clashing by 

peaceful as they seem. 

? TASK

other tools the poet uses to reinforce the meanings 
of the words.
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